The latest trend to access mobile cloud services through wireless network connectivity has amplified globally among both entrepreneurs and home end users. Although existing public cloud service vendors such as Google, Microsoft Azure etc. are providing on-demand cloud services with affordable cost for mobile users, there are still a number of challenges to achieve high-quality mobile cloud based video applications, especially due to the bandwidth-constrained and errorprone mobile network connectivity, which is the communication bottleneck for end-to-end video delivery. In addition, existing accessible clouds networking architectures are different in term of their implementation, services, resources, storage, pricing, support and so on, and these differences have varied impact on the performance of cloud-based real-time video applications. Nevertheless, these challenges and impacts have not been thoroughly investigated in the literature.
INTRODUCTION
It is pragmatic that the significant development trend of mobile applications daily utilization by consumers through portable devices for social networking, storage, online banking, online gaming and on-demand mobile services has gradually increased from last two decade. However, the mobile devices are still struggling to overcome some of the major QoS challenges in term of battery life, storage, bandwidth, mobility and security.
Due to the fact that mobile devices are confined by their battery life, storage and processing time, a new cloud computing concept for mobile devices has emerged as mobile cloud computing (MCC). The MCC (mobile cloud computing) 1, 2 is regarded as reliable cloud infrastructure for cloud service provider due to its on-demand resources allocation, computing power and provision of large data centres for mobile cloud consumers. The MCC is offering remote access to on-demand cloud service such as data processing, storage and computation for mobile cloud on their portable devices over cloud, *Kashif.Khan@uws.ac.uk AtixsJsa< this helps to significantly improve the offloading performance and increase the battery life of portable devices. Another major advantage of MCC is mobility support for mobile users to access the cloud services over the mobile internet. Despite these advantages, MCC is facing some challenges in term of low bandwidth availability, large wide area network (WAN) latency and high utilization cost. A new concept of cloudlet 3, 4 (localized cloud) has came into light for industry to overcome these MCC issues.
Cloudlet arises in convergence of cloud computing and mobile computing and represents a middle tier hierarchy i.e. mobile devices-cloudlet-cloud. Cloudlet is a localized data centre in a box with reduced deployment cost, large storage, better resource accessibility and self managing capability, decentralized online facility and are widely dispersed with high computing resource utilization. Cloudlet offer high performance cloud services with comparably lower cost to multiple mobile users connected to local high speed wireless networks.
The wireless mesh network 16 (WMN) is composed of a number of mesh routers as backbone, and numerous mesh clients with dynamically self-organizing, self-configuring and self-healing capability. It can provide prompt deployment with low network management complexity, robust coverage with low up-front cost to mobile users thanks to the self-adaptive nature of the network topology, fault diagnosing and recovery during mobility. A WMN can effectively support user mobility with the mobility management protocol 17 .
In this paper, we designed and deployed a MeshCloud
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-an integrated architecture which has a four tier hierarchy, i.e. mobile devices-mesh routers-cloudlet-Internet clouds connected with wireless mesh network. The deployed framework can accommodate a number of cloudlets and mesh routers to providecost-effective, robust and localized services with enlarged network coverage. These cloudlets can automatically and intelligently network with each other for resource offloading to improve the LAN performances over Internet cloud. During mobility, the mesh clients move across the mesh routers for resource offloading and mobile cloud services. Fig.1 shows the simplified illustration of the proposed framework where cloudlet and mesh routers are inter-connected at a local business premises, which is remotely connected to the Internet clouds (Google, Microsoft Azure, Eucalyptus). The enhanced MeshCloud framework is to improve the performance of cloud-based services for restaurants, cafes and airports as hotspots to facilitate the applications with better delay-sensitivity, better resource-demanding requirements and bring the cloud resources significantly closer to mobile users. We have implemented an enhanced and real-time experiment test-bed, as shown in Fig. 2 18, 19 . Our enhanced MeshCloud architecture can provide enhanced cloud services locally with higher bandwidth, lower latency and better reliability for mobile user than the traditional cloud structure.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. Section 3 presents the proposed framework segments, Section 4 explain the experiments for testing, Section 5 describes the experimental results and analysis. Section 6 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Over the past years, the availability of mobile cloud services on hybrid cloudlet for real-time applications is getting momentum around both businesses and communication technologies. In this section, we briefly review some of the existing work related to our present research.
Fasehay et. al. 7 , which is conducted a study to evaluate the performance of a simulated cloudlet-based application. They suggested that during mobility, the performance of a cloudlet based approach upto two wireless hop is far better than the cloud-based approach for file editing, collaborative chatting, and with video streaming in terms of lesser delay and increase throughput. Their work is slightly relevant to our paper, but significant differences as we implemented a real-life cloudlet-Internet cloud over WMN for more realistic results. Another difference is the cost deployment of Mobile IP to study the performance of user mobility over mesh mode for real-time application over cloudlet-Internet based framework.
Satayanarayanan et al. 3 also proposed a MCC-cloudlet platform which enables mobile cloud user to obtain benefits from their nearby local cloudlet with significantly lower delays. This cloudlet approach was implemented on VM (virtualization) enabled computer for local business over WLAN. In our framework, we deployed more advance and realistic approach using a real-time physical test-bed and advanced mini cloud, which support local wireless connectivity to enhance the cloud capacity significantly.
The more related work so far, to our best knowledge, is the research conducted by us 25 , in which we implemented a realtime cloudlet and Internet cloud (AWS cloud) based approach for real-time video streaming and interactive applications in emulated wireless mesh networks for mobile cloud users. Our results highlighted that the mini cloud has a significant impact in term of lesser packet loss, higher throughput with better bandwidth on real-time applications while accessing the mobile cloud users. The present research is also the enhanced version of our previous work by deploying and three different Internet cloud architectures (Google, Microsoft Azure and Eucalyptus) on an emulated WMN for real-time applications instead of individual Internet cloud (AWS), which produce more variations in our results due to higher traffic flow in WMN.
INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR COMPARISON AND EXPERIMENT
In this comparative study, we deploy the extended version of hybrid MeshCloud 5, 6, 25 architecture by combining the Cloudlet, the Internet Clouds (Eucalyptus Cloud, Google Cloud and Microsoft Azure), wireless mesh networks and video streamer for real-time applications as shown, in Fig. 2 .
This extended version of framework is based on our previous research 25 and divided into three segments for comparison and experiment. These segments include a real-time physical cloudlet segment, a real-time Internet physical cloud network segment, and real-time video streaming over cloudlet in an emulated heterogeneous wireless mesh network with 
Real-Time Physical Cloudlet Network Segment
This section is further divided into two; the private cloudlet and emulated wireless mesh network for comparison and analysis in our extended version or deployed physical framework.
Cloudlet Network Architecture
In our cloudlet network segment, we deployed a private cloud based on Ubuntu Enterprise Cloud 8 (UEC), which is an open source software powered by Eucalyptus 9 . The UEC has five major components; cloud controller, node controller, walrus controller, cluster controller and storage controller in its architecture and also compatible with EC2 10 , S3 11 and AWS 12, 13 cloud services for both mobile and cloud users. Our physical network is based on seven Intel CPU PCs, equipped and configured with Intel Pentium 4 CPU, 4GB RAM and two NICs in each machine as shown in Fig. 2 . We configured a cloud controller (front end for cloud services, instances and cloud images), a node controller (virtualization), a cloud application host (initiate instances, execute cloud images), a video server for real-time video streaming 20 and the emulated WMN based on NCTUns 6.0 (design and implementation). We also installed and configured Google cloud 21 , Microsoft Azure 22 and Eucalyptus cloud 9, 23 respectively for our experiment and evaluation in internet cloud physical segment. A 100 Mbps Ethernet switch was also deployed and configured for network connection and traffic. Both cloud controller and node controller machines were installed and configured with UEC 10.04 LTS while the cloud application host was installed and configured with Ubuntu Desktop 10.04 LTS and Hybrid Fox 1.7 (Firefox add-on to manage images and instances functions such as start, stop, pause etc) respectively. The Emulator machine was installed and configured with Fedora 12. The hybrid fox enabled the private cloudlet to register with all Google, Microsoft Azure and Eucalyptus users console for downloading images, initiating and killing instances through their source and destination IP and associating them with emulated WMN for experiment and evaluation.
The Wireless Mesh Network for Cloudlet Emulation
For our private cloudlet and wireless mesh network based emulation setup, we use open source NCTUns simulator for the analysis of user mobility. NCTUns use kernel re-entering capability to enable the emulation process between private clouds and designed wireless mesh physical network. This technique allowing the emulated WMN to access instances of images traffic, generated from the Internet cloud (Google, Microsoft Azure, and Eucalyptus) and delivers it to mobile nodes during an emulation process. We implemented heterogeneous (WiFi, WiMAX) technologies using HTTP/HTTPS connection in our emulated WMN for cloudlet. We also deployed Mobile IP 14 and OSPF (Open Shortest Path) protocols to study the impact of user mobility and support for mesh capabilities respectively through dual radio mesh routers which are connected to mesh gateway. The mesh gateway also connected to emulate external host, which is logically connected to the physical cloudlet framework through kernel re-entering capability of NCTUns. A number of multi-homed mesh mobile nodes are also deployed to increase the network traffic; those are logically connected to the physical cloudlet to access real-time cloud services.
Real-Time Physical Internet Cloud Network Segment
Our physical Internet cloud segment is further divided into three sub-segments, i.e. Google cloud network framework, Microsoft Azure network framework and Eucalyptus cloud network framework for experiment and evaluation.
Google Cloud Network Framework
In the Google cloud network, we deployed Google cloud by enabling the Google Compute Engine 26 powered by Google. The Google cloud has 5 major components into their DASHBOARD, i.e. AppEngine 27 . We used the Compute Engine for our experiment and evaluation. The deployed Google cloud framework consists of two Intel Pentium 4 CPU with 4GB RAM and two NICs. One of these machines was installed and configured as Google host (local host machine) with Ubuntu Dekstop 10.04 LTS and the other machine was configured and installed with Fedora 12 as emulator running with NCTUns 6.0. The Compute Engine was configured with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS AMD64 with f1.micros instance type machine with enabled HTTP and HTTPS connection technologies with static gateway. A new network is created with allocated source and destination IP addresses range for both firewall and routes to established network traffic between Google host machine and Compute Engine instances. We also configured network traffic between Google host machine and emulation machine through external host which allows mobile users of WMN designed in NCTUns to access the Compute Engine image instances.
Microsoft Azure Cloud Network Framework
In this segment, we implemented the Microsoft Azure as cloud network powered by Microsoft 27 . The deployed framework consists of two Intel Pentium 4 CPU machines, which are also equipped with 4 GB RAM and two NICs. Both Azure host (local machine) and emulator (running NCTUns 6.0) were installed and configured with Ubuntu Dekstop 10.04 and Fedora 12 respectively. The Microsoft Azure has 5 major services i. 24 and other AWS services. We log into the User Console of Eucalyptus cloud for setup and configuration through DASHBOARD for our comparison and evaluation. We downloaded and configured an image of Ubuntu 10.04 LTS AMI with m1.small Instance type through DASHBOARD. The personal private key pairs for users were also configured and saved on local host machine which helps the Eucalyptus cloud to associate with local Eucalyptus host machine. A security group with SSH, HTTP, HTTPS and TCP connection using the default ports ID 22, 80 and 443 respectively and Eucalyptus cloud was configured with MANAGED IP address of local Eucalyptus host for network traffic which allows the users to initiate image instances through Eucalyptus cloud. The results were collected for comparison and evaluation.
For all Internet clouds (Google, Microsoft Azure and Eucalyptus), the WMN emulated setup remains the same with the discussion in section 3.1.2, as we used the same deployment for all three internet clouds.
Real-Time Video Streaming For Cloudlet and Internet Cloud
For our real-time video stream segment, we used H.264.AVC video coding standard due to its world wide deployment acceptability for all the three Internet cloud (Google, Microsoft Azure and Eucalyptus) as well as for cloudlets. The VLC media player was configured as video server and uploaded the H.264/AVC video codec "Bugatti vs Audi" video file on VLC server for all cloud setup scenarios (Google, Microsoft Azure, Eucalyptus and Cloudtlet). In the next sub-section, the details of video setup are briefly highlighted.
The Internet Clouds Video Streaming Setup
In Google video setup, we configured VLC player as video server for real-time video streaming over HTTP/HTTPS connection technologies. Cloud users can configure the VLC player as Google VLC video server for video streaming by allocating the destination IP addresses of their desired network. In our scenario, we define and configure the VLC server destination streaming address by allocating the IP address or Google host (local machine). We also configure the IP addresses in Google Cloud by using Network service of Compute service with new "ROUTE" of source and destination IP for video traffic. A new video instance with this new IP "ROUTE" scheme is allocated as new network security group with HTTP/HTTPS connections. After the configuration of Google Video cloud for video streaming, the real-time video packets streamed from the Google cloud can be received at Google host (local machine) and this real-time video streaming can be accessible for the mobile nodes through external host in our already deployed emulated WMN.
In Microsoft Azure, for real-time video streaming over HTTP/HTTPS connection, we configured a VLC player as video server as our video streaming media. We also configured Microsoft Azure as video web server and associated the VLC server video streaming with Azure through using Network service. In Network Service, we created a manual Virtual network along with DNS server and client IP addresses. In this virtual network service, we connected our local network (VLC Server, Azure host machine and Emulator) through their DNS server. After the deployment of our Virtual network, we created a new virtual machine in DASHBOARD with video Instances and allocated our virtual network for IP association with this virtual machine instance. This video stream traffic generating from VLC server is accessible to mobile nodes of WMN in emulator through Azure host (local machine). The network metrics are collected for empirical evaluation during this video streaming process.
In Eucalyptus video setup, we configured a VLC player as Eucalyptus video cloud server for real-time video streaming over HTTP connection. In this scenario, we configured a VLC player as VLC Eucalyptus cloud server for video streaming by assigning the destination and source IP addresses in VLC server and Eucalyptus cloud respectively by establishing customs security group in Eucalyptus DASHBOARD. The VLC server is also configured with destination IP address of local Eucalyptus host machine for network traffic. After the configuration of both Eucalyptus VLC server and Eucalyptus host (local machine) for video streaming, the real-time video packets streamed from the Eucalyptus internet cloud (VLC server) can be received at local machine and this real-time video streaming is accessible to mobile nodes through external host (Emulated Eucalyptus local host) into the WMN as shown in Fig. 2 . The network metrics were collected on the Eucalyptus cloud for evaluation and analysis.
For video streaming in the cloudlet (the cloud application server), we configured a VLC player as video server by allocating the appropriated network security group and IP addresses for real-time video streaming into an emulated WMN network. The details of video setup in cloudlet can be found in our previous paper 25 .
THE EXPERIMENT OF INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK
This section explains the selection of network metrics and parameters for our experiments. We divided it into two subsections i.e. the experimental segment of cloudlet and the experimental segment of internet cloud (Google, Microsoft Azure and Eucalyptus).
The Experiment in Cloudlet
In this segment, we initiate the parameters for network traffic between cloudlet (application host) and emulated wireless mesh network by assigning the cloudlet (application host IP address) and external host (IP address) in emulation WMN. In emulated WMN, We also deployed RTP (Real-Time Transport Protocol) for real-time HTTP/HTTPS connection for cloud image instances which enables network real-time traffic stream between our implemented physical cloudlet framework and emulation machine. We also enabled/setup "rtpsendrecv" application program of NCTUns for packets streaming. The multi-homed mobile nodes are moving between mesh routers with 10 m/s speed to cover 300 square meter area in our emulated WMN. The metrics results are collected for comparative analysis and evaluation. The details of parameters setting in our deployed MeshCloud architecture can be found in our previous research 5, 6, 25 .
The Experiment in Physical Internet Cloud
The experimental technique, parameter configuration for all three Internet clouds (Google, Microsoft Azure, Eucalyptus) are briefly described in Section 3.3.1 for network traffic with emulated WMN (cloudlet). We assigned the Google, Microsoft Azure and Eucalyptus all individual hosts IP addresses respectively to the external host in the NCTUns emulation to route the real-time traffic from our Physical Internet cloud framework (Google, Azure and Eucalyptus) into the emulated WMN.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We have collected and measured the empirical results using three QoS network metrics, i.e. throughput, end-to-end delay and jitter. The test is repeated 70 times for measurements and average values are recorded and shown in Fig. 3 to Fig 5. To evaluate the mobility effect on mobile users, the mobile scenario on both cloudlet and Internet clouds over HTTP and HTTPS and video streaming during on mobile users scenario over HTTP were deployed, tested and compared with emulated WMN.
Throughput
The throughputs are measured in Kbps and defined as the average rate of data packets successfully received at a mobile node. The results demonstrated in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (b) illustrated that cloudlets in both HTTP and HTTPS scenario have higher throughput during mobility as compared to all Internet clouds (Google, Eucalyptus and Microsoft Azure), which clearly reflects that the user mobility has negative impact on Internet clouds throughputs. In Fig. 4 (c) , the video throughput of cloudlets is much higher than all Internet clouds during mobility over HTTP, which demonstrates that the video streaming of the cloudlet has better performance than the Internet clouds. If the bandwidth raised then the throughput is also increased, which reflects that the bandwidth has direct impact for better throughput for video streaming. The Eucalyptus cloud has better throughput than the other two Internet clouds i.e. Google and Microsoft Azure.
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End-to-End Delay
In our experiment, the data packets are streamed from cloudlet and Internet clouds to mobile nodes in emulated WMN machine to measure the end-to-end delays. The results demonstrated in Fig. 4 (a) and Fig. 4 (b) show that the cloudlet has much lower delays as compared with all Internet clouds for mobile users, which also reflects the negative effect of user mobility on Internet clouds. In Fig. 4 (c) , we also highlight that the average delays of cloudlet are slightly lower than the Internet clouds during mobility. The range of results of cloudlet suggests that the average delays are acceptable for real-time and interactive services such as on demand video streaming, video conferencing and VoIP etc, which normally require the one-way end-to-end delays lower than 150 ms 15 . On the other hand, the average delays of Internet clouds are higher but still lying within the acceptable range for interactive video cloud services. 
Jitter
Jitter is defined as the variation in delays of inter-arrival packets over time. The larger values of jitter can affect the decoding process of interactive real-time applications, such as VoIP and on demand web multimedia. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have comprehensively compared the performances of cloudlets (private) and Internet clouds including Google, Microsoft Azure, and Eucalyptus over wireless mesh networks for cloud services over real-time applications by implementing integrated cloudlet-internet clouds based platform. The platform consists of a physical cloudlet segment based on Ubuntu Enterprise Cloud, a real-world Internet cloud segment based on three separate Internet clouds i.e. Google, Microsoft Azure and Eucalyptus and a simulated wireless access segment including heterogeneous technologies (WiFi and WiMAx) over HTTP/HTTPS network connections. We also deployed a separate video streaming segment for In the future, we will further improve the performance of our proposed platform for on-demand cloud services and realtime applications as well as business-oriented cloud services and traffic engineering.
